




NOTES ON RULES FOR MAKING AN APPEAL & HOW APPEALS SHOULD BE 
                                                      CONDUCTED.

Grounds for making an appeal:-

If you lose a hearing in any court, you cannot just say I disagree with the verdict or decision and want to ap-
peal it. You have to set out a legal argument stating why you feel you have the ‘right’ to appeal. In other words 
you have to ‘show’ that the judge or in the case of the IPO a hearing officer, made legal errors. Got the laws 
wrong and such like. You have to list all your legal reasons in an appeal document. If the court agrees you get 
an appeal. If you cannot show good legal grounds, you will be denied. However the IPO seem to allow ap-
peals without good reasons being shown, as was this case. The evidence document put in by Busbridge did 
not show ONE legal reason as to why Landau and his decision he was appealing was wrong in law, yet he was 
allowed this appeal. You will see on page 32, lines 20-25, that Hobbs even admits that the appeal grounds 
were no more than
repeating what he had said to Landau at his hearing. So how can they be giving any grounds to have an ap-
peal as that hearing dealt with other matters and not matters to do with an appeal!!

How the Judge should have held this appeal:-

Judge Hobbs had many months to acquaint himself with the Landau decision and more importantly with 
the appeal evidence of Busbridge. If Busbridge had brought up legal reasons, Hobbs had to work out if they 
were correct. Hobbs is a very experienced IP lawyer/Judge and judging by the number of cases he has heard 
over the years for the IPO, so he should be. He should have spent his time at this hearing asking Busbridge to 
explain the lack of legal reasons as to why he thought the Landau decision was wrong and should be set aside/
overturned. Yet as can be seen he found in necessary to spend a considerable time talking with Mr James, 
who was the Head of the Law Section of the IPO, discussing mainly case law. Not ONCE was Busbridge asked 
to explain his legal case. 
Quite why it was even necessary for James to be in attendance can only be guessed at. But my guess is that the 
IPO wanted to be 100% sure that this hearing went along lines that suited their agenda. I believe that agenda 
was to make sure that the Landau decision which had meant that I had won and that Busbridge could not 
have registration of my already legally registered Trade Mark, was overturned or somehow circumvented. All 
the evidence I have is that the IPO wished to strip me of my Mark and give it to Busbridge, which is EXACT-
LY what happened after Busbridge enacted all the ADVICE Hobbs and James gave him during this hearing.
Bearing all that in mind, if you carefully study this whole transcript you will see that it was not a ‘bona-fide’ 
appeal hearing, which as I say should have asked Busbridge to explain his legal reasons for his appeal. It was 
only one massive explanation of case law to him so he could get legal tips (which may have even been wrong 
and irrelevant anyway) and telling him what position he had found himself in and how he could get out of 
his position and that was plainly told him by Hobbs in this hearing. On page 40 lines 3-14, you actually see 
Hobbs tell him that he after he had won registration in 2004 (at the crooked hearing before Reynolds) he then 
found he was back at square 1 by his registration looking like it is taken away from him, by the Landau deci-
sion.

NOTE:- I was deliberately kept away from this hearing by being told I was ‘Ex Parte’ which means I had 
nothing to do with the hearing and its subject. I believe this was against ‘natural justice’ and may not have 
been legal anyway. For the hearing was only being held because Busbridge was appealing against a hearing 
decision THAT I HAD BROUGHT ABOUT, BY MY ACTIONS. It also concerned my legally then registered, 
Trade Mark and the possibility that this hearing could (and did) take it away from me.  

EVIDENCE THAT THE LANDAU DECISION HAD MEANT THAT I HAD STOPPED BUSBRIDGE GET-
TING MY TRADE MARK:-

Ron Marchant the then CEO of the IPO said in a letter to me “The Hearing Officer, Landau’s decision which 
was in Mr Cook’s favour” In other words Busbridge lost registration of my Trade Mark, ‘Viper’.



EVIDENCE THAT HOBBS GAVE ADVICE:-
In a letter to Busbridge by the IPO, they stated this “The Appointed Person (Hobbs) ‘discussed’ the option 
of withdrawing the assignments….it was also ‘discussed’ that if this was the course of action taken, then you 
could apply to rectify the registration….” 
This clearly shows that at that the hearing discussions that ‘gave advice’ took place. THIS IS STRICTLY IL-
LEGAL !! The hearing was supposed to be ‘an appeal against Landaus decision, yet all it was was an advice 
session for the benefit of Busbridge, who could then carry out that advice and eventually allow the IPO to 
take away my Trade Mark.

EVIDENCE THAT AN APPLICATION FOR AN APPEAL MUST BE ON LEGAL GROUNDS.

This is very clearly seen in a letter Mr Colombo sent me in which he stated “The appeal must be that the 
hearing office made an error of principle or was wrong on the evidence. It is not meant to be a way for the 
losing party to try and overturn a decision that has gone against them”
Yet in this case the appeal was allowed to proceed with no evidence from Busbridge that errors of any kind 
had been made. No legal reasons either. It was purely that he lost and did not like that,
 
































































































